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Spatially varying selection with gene flow can favour the evolution of inver-

sions that bind locally adapted alleles together, facilitate local adaptation

and ultimately drive genomic divergence between species. Several studies

have shown that the rates of spread and establishment of new inversions

capturing locally adaptive alleles depend on a suite of evolutionary factors,

including the strength of selection for local adaptation, rates of gene flow

and recombination, and the deleterious mutation load carried by inversions.

Because the balance of these factors is expected to differ between X (or Z)

chromosomes and autosomes, opportunities for inversion evolution are

likely to systematically differ between these genomic regions, though such

scenarios have not been formally modelled. Here, we consider the evolution-

ary dynamics of X-linked and autosomal inversions in populations evolving

at a balance between migration and local selection. We identify three factors

that lead to asymmetric rates of X-linked and autosome inversion establish-

ment: (1) sex-biased migration, (2) dominance of locally adapted alleles and

(3) chromosome-specific deleterious mutation loads. This theory predicts an

elevated rate of fixation, and depressed opportunities for polymorphism,

for X-linked inversions. Our survey of data on the genomic distribution of

polymorphic and fixed inversions supports both theoretical predictions.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Linking local adaptation with the

evolution of sex differences’.
1. Introduction
Widely distributed species are often fragmented into subpopulations, each of

which must cope with a unique set of abiotic stresses [1] and biotic challenges

imposed by local competitor species, natural enemies, and conspecific compe-

titors for resources and mates [2,3]. The unique conditions faced by each

population generate selection for local adaptation, which favours genetic and

phenotypic diversification among populations of the species, and potentially

sets the stage for speciation [4–6].

Gene flow is central to the process of adaptation in fragmented populations,

and has several well-known beneficial consequences: it bolsters population

genetic diversity, alleviates harmful effects of genetic drift and inbreeding

depression, and increases the evolutionary capacity of populations within the

species’ range [7–9]. On the other hand, gene flow also inhibits genetic divergence

between populations, and thereby constrains their potential to locally adapt. The

establishment and maintenance of local adaptations depends on the balance

between gene flow and local selection [4,10]. Even under the best circumstances,

sustained migration results in perpetual maladaptation in populations receiving
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Box 1. Processes of inversion evolution.

Comparative genomic studies show that closely related species exhibit extensive differences in gene order, and these differ-

ences arise through the spread of inversions (e.g. [26,27]). Although the specific processes accounting for inversion fixation

are not well known, four general processes potentially contribute. These include: (1) genetic drift; (2) positive selection on

beneficial inversions; (3) linked positive selection on inversions that carry beneficial genetic variation; and (4) segregation

distortion in favour of inversions over wild-type chromosomes. We provide a brief overview of these scenarios below.

Readers seeking a broader review of theory and empirical examples should consult the references [23,28,29].

Genetic drift of (nearly) neutral and under-dominant inversions. Neutral and slightly deleterious inversions may fix

solely by genetic drift [29]. Under-dominant inversions—in which inversion heterozygotes have reduced fitness relative to

homozygotes of inversion and wild-type chromosomes—become fixed by a combination of genetic drift and positive selec-

tion; drift can allow an initially rare inversion to reach a high enough frequency in the population for positive selection to

subsequently drive it to fixation [30,31].

Positive selection of beneficial inversions. An inversion may directly improve fitness of its carriers by favourably altering

the expression of genes within the inversion, or of genes that flank inversion break points [23,29]. Standard evolutionary

models for adaptive substitution can be applied in such cases, including evolutionary models contrasting X-linked and

autosome divergence [22,30].

Indirect positive selection due to linkage. Selection can favour inversions that become associated with beneficial genetic

variation, though the inversion is not beneficial per se. Inversions may spread within the population if they carry alleles

within them that are individually beneficial [23], or epistatically beneficial in combination [32]. Inversions may also

spread when they are free of deleterious alleles that are maintained within the population by recurrent mutation [33], or

by maladaptive gene flow from other regions of the species’ range [23]. Our models focus on the latter two scenarios,

which are illustrated in figure 1.

Meiotic drive. Inversions can spread within the population if they become associated with meiotic drive, i.e. in hetero-

zygotes for inversion and wild-type chromosomes, the preferential meiotic segregation of inversions into gametes.

Whether a driving inversion eventually becomes fixed will also depend on whether it is saddled with deleterious fitness con-

sequences in individuals homozygous for the inversion (as in the Segregation Distorter or SD system in Drosophila [34]), or

the inversion causes sex-ratio distortion [35]. In both cases, selection against the inversion will intensify as it increases in

frequency in the population, limiting its likelihood of fixation.
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migrants [11,12]. In the worst-case scenario, populations

can collapse as a consequence of the ‘swamping’ of local

adaptation by strong gene flow [13,14].

The extent to which gene flow constrains adaptation varies

across the genome. Loci differ in their phenotypic effects

on traits targeted by local selection, leading to heterogeneity

among genes in their contributions to population differen-

tiation [15,16]. Moreover, some regions of the genome are

inherently less susceptible than others to the swamping effects

of gene flow, which may lead to predictable genomic architec-

tures of local adaptation [17]. The genetic basis of local

adaptation and species divergence may involve ‘islands’ of

genetic differentiation within a genomic sea of undifferentiated

loci [18], and unequal contributions of different chromosome

types to genetic divergence [19–22].

Local selection also favours the evolution of genome

structural changes that bind locally beneficial alleles together

and eliminate recombination between them [15,17,19]. For

example, inversions that capture sets of locally adaptive alleles

can spread within a population because they reduce recombi-

nation with ‘migrant’ chromosomes that harbour locally

maladaptive alleles [23–25]. In an influential theoretical

study, Kirkpatrick & Barton [23] showed that inversions

spread under a wide range of contexts of local selection

with gene flow. Moreover, a single population genetic

parameter—the migration rate—defines a population’s poten-

tial for inversion evolution during local adaptation; provided

the loci captured by an inversion were not tightly linked to

begin with (see [24,25]), the establishment probability of an

inversion is proportional to the migration rate of locally

maladapted individuals into the population [23].
A range of evolutionary scenarios can potentially trigger

the evolutionary spread and fixation of new inversions

(box 1). Most models—including current theories of inversion

evolution during local adaptation—focus on autosomal inheri-

tance, where the dynamics of inversions and of local adaptation

depend on the average intensity of selection and migration in

females and males of the species. By contrast, the evolutionary

dynamics of sex chromosomes are heavily influenced by sex

differences in selection, mutation, migration, recombination

and demography, which collectively lead to fundamentally

different patterns of evolution at autosomal and X-linked

genes [36,37]. These sex differences are widespread [38] and

can lead to different contributions of the X and autosomes

to: (i) genetic admixture and population differentiation

[20,39,40], (ii) molecular population genetic diversity and diver-

gence between species [22,41], and (iii) genetic variation for

fitness [42–44]. Although previous models have considered

the spread of X-linked inversions with under-dominant fitness

effects (see [30]) and inversions promoting divergence between

sex chromosomes (between the X and Y, or the Z and W; see

[45–47]), current theory has so far ignored the role of sex link-

age in the evolution of locally adapted inversions. This is

somewhat surprising given the extensive development of

theory on the individual roles of inversions and X-linked inheri-

tance in adaptation and speciation [22,48–50], as well as the

wealth of inversion data that is currently available for species

with sex chromosomes [26,28,30,51,52].

Here, we extend Kirkpatrick & Barton’s [23] model for the

evolution of locally adapted inversions, and characterize

the relative rates of establishment of inversions on the X and

autosomes. We focus on the impacts of sexual dimorphism in

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. The spread of an inversion that captures a high-fitness genetic background. The cartoon illustrates the consequences of two forms of genetic variation on
the evolution of inversions. The left and right panels each represent a sample of chromosomes from a population at two different points in time. Two loci (locus 1
and locus 2) segregate for locally adaptive alleles (marked as triangles) evolving at migration – selection balance. The remaining sites within the region segregate for
deleterious alleles evolving at mutation – selection balance (red circles). The left-hand panel represents a population primarily comprising wild-type chromosomes,
with rare inversions that each capture a random set of locally adaptive and/or deleterious alleles. Inversions marked in red are eventually purged from the population
because they capture a deleterious mutation (the inversion labelled ‘a’), or fail to capture both locally adaptive alleles (the inversion labelled ‘b’). Such inversions
suppress recombination with wild-type chromosomes and are, therefore, forever burdened by the suboptimal genotypes that they initially capture. The blue inver-
sion (labelled ‘c’) is favoured by natural selection because it is mutation-free and it binds together the locally adaptive alleles by suppressing recombination between
them. In the right-hand panel, the beneficial inversion has spread, while the deleterious inversions have been removed from the population.
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mutation, selection and migration on the evolutionary

dynamics of inversions, as well as the consequences of local

adaptation for the evolution of structural changes in different

regions of the genome (figure 1). Our aim is to identify drivers

of inversion evolution on the X and autosomes, and conditions

leading to different rates of inversion accumulation on each

chromosome type. Finally, we evaluate predictions of our

models by reviewing current empirical data on polymorphic

and fixed inversions on sex chromosomes and autosomes.
2. Material and methods
Our analytical framework follows that of Kirkpatrick & Barton

[23], who characterized the evolutionary dynamics of rare inver-

sions in a focal population receiving a steady flow of migrants

from a much larger external population. Following their model,

we assume that loci responding to local selection have indepen-

dent effects on fitness (i.e. there is no epistasis between loci).

Generations are non-overlapping and migration and selection

parameters are small (see below for details). Prior to the origin

of inversions, recombination between loci is high relative to the

strength of selection per locus. We refer readers to Charlesworth

& Barton [25] for a rigorous analysis of inversion dynamics

under arbitrary linkage. Our simulations relax many of our

analytical assumptions and allow us to explore effects of tight

linkage on inversion dynamics.

We present models focusing on contrasts between X-linked

and autosomal inversions, though our results also apply to

species with Z-linked inheritance, in which females represent

the heterogametic sex (the equivalent to males in species with

X chromosomes). All of our models focus on species with hetero-

morphic sex chromosomes, where X-linked and Z-linked genes

are haploid in the heterogametic sex. Although we do not con-

sider the evolution of locally adapted inversions in species

with undifferentiated (homomorphic) sex chromosomes (see
[53]), we note that the dynamics of such inversions should be

similar to those of autosomal inversions, with the added conse-

quence that X-linked and Z-linked inversions that span the sex-

determination region would suppress recombination on Y and

W chromosomes, and thereby promote differentiation and

degeneration between homomorphic X and Y, or Z and W,

chromosome pairs.

(a) Migration – selection balance prior to the origin
of inversions

In each generation, a fixed proportion of females and males

are migrants: mf and mm, respectively. Accounting for the relative

contributions of maternal and paternal genetic transmission to

the inheritance of autosomal and X-linked genes, the effective
migration rates for autosomes and the X, respectively, are

mA ¼ 1
2ðmf þmmÞ and mX ¼ 1

3ð2mf þmmÞ [20,38].

Each locus (arbitrarily labelled locus i) has two alleles: an Ai

allele which is fixed in the external population, and ai which is

favoured in the focal population. Locally adapted alleles increase

fitness by sif and sim in female and male homozygotes, and sifhi

and simhi in heterozygotes, where hi is the dominance coefficient

for the ith locus (0 , hi , 1, with hi , 1
2 corresponding to partial

recessivity of the locally adaptive allele, hi . 1
2 to partial domi-

nance and hi ¼
1
2 to additivity; we assume there are no sex

differences in dominance); see table 1 for a complete list of

model notation used throughout the paper.

Following Charlesworth & Charlesworth ([54] ch. 4), when

migration and selection parameters are small (e.g. 1� sif , sim;

1� mA, mX), the equilibrium frequency of a maladaptive allele

at an autosomal locus can be approximated as

q̂i ¼
ð1� hiÞ

2ð1� 2hiÞ
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 8ð1� 2hiÞmA

ð1� hiÞ2ðsif þ simÞ

s !

� 2mA

ð1� hiÞðsif þ simÞ
ð2:1aÞ
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Table 1. Summary of notation.

f, m sex: f ¼ female; m ¼ male

L, I sets of loci evolved at migration – selection balance

mf, mm sex-specific migration rates

mA, mX effective migration rate per autosome (mA) and X-linked locus (mX)

sif, sim sex-specific selection coefficient in favour of the ith locally adaptive allele

hi dominance coefficient of the ith locally adaptive allele

n the number of loci evolved at migration – selection balance within an inversion
�tA, �tX average effective strength of selection against locally maladaptive alleles on the autosomes ð�tAÞ and X chromosome ð�tXÞ
lA, lX invasion fitness of rare autosomal (lA) and X-linked (lX) inversions

sI selection on a rare inversion

uif, uim sex-specific mutation rates at the ith locus at mutation – selection balance

sd,if, sd,im sex-specific selection coefficients of the deleterious mutation at the ith locus at mutation – selection balance

hd,i dominance coefficient of the deleterious mutation at the ith locus at mutation – selection balance

a ratio of male and female mutation rates (uim/uif )

b ratio of male and female selection coefficients of deleterious mutations (sd,im/sd,if )

Uf female total deleterious mutation rate per inversion

ui effective mutation rate for the ith locus at mutation – selection balance: ui ¼ (uif þ uim)/2 for an autosomal locus;

ui ¼ (2uif þ uim)/3 for an X-linked locus

di effective strength of selection at the ith locus at mutation – selection balance: di ¼ hd,i(sd,if þ sd,if )/2 for an

autosomal locus; di ¼ (2hd,i sd,if þ sd,im)/3 for an X-linked locus
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and the equilibrium for an X-linked locus is

q̂i ¼
ð2sifð1� hiÞ þ simÞ

4sifð1� 2hiÞ
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 8sifð1� 2hiÞ3mX

ð2sifð1� hiÞ þ simÞ2

s !

� 3mX

2sifð1� hiÞ þ sim
ð2:1bÞ

(see the electronic supplementary material, Appendix I). The

final approximations, which we use extensively in the analytical

results, imply that locally maladaptive alleles are rare within the

focal population. These approximations are valid when selection

against locally maladaptive alleles in heterozygotes is strong

relative to the migration rate ðsijð1� hiÞ � mA, mXÞ; the more

exact results apply for arbitrary migration relative to selection.

(b) Selection on rare inversions
The expected rate of increase of a rare inversion depends on the

marginal fitness associated with the inversion compared to the

mean fitness of all genotypes in the population. Kirkpatrick &

Barton [23] modelled inversion dynamics within a focal popu-

lation that experiences one-way migration from a source

population in which the alleles that are locally maladaptive for

the focal population are fixed. Here, the invasion fitness of a

rare inversion within the focal population is

l ¼ ð1þ sIÞ ¼ ð1�mÞWI

�W
, ð2:2Þ

where sI is the rate of frequency change for a rare inversion in a

deterministically evolving population (essentially, the selection

coefficient for a rare inversion; see [25]), m is the rate of

migration, WI is the marginal fitness of the inversion and �W is

the mean fitness of the population. Selection favours the inver-

sion’s spread within the population when l . 1 (sI . 0);

selection acts against the inversion when l , 1 (sI , 0).

To account for sex-linked inheritance and sex differences

in selection and migration, we modify equation (2.2) as
follows (see the electronic supplementary material, Appendix

II). Invasion fitness of a rare autosomal inversion becomes

lA � ð1�mAÞ
WIf

2 �W f

þ WIm

2 �Wm

� �
, ð2:2aÞ

where the f and m subscripts distinguish the marginal and mean

fitnesses of each sex. Invasion fitness of an X-linked inversion

becomes

lX � ð1�mXÞ
2

3

WIf

�W f

þ 1

3

WIm

�Wm

� �
: ð2:2bÞ

These expressions take into account the fractions of autosomal and

X-linked genes that are maternally and paternally inherited,

and follow standard population genetics theory for autosomal

and X-linked evolutionary dynamics under weak selection

[36,55] (see the electronic supplementary material, Appendix II).

Kirkpatrick & Barton [23] further developed approxima-

tions for WI and �W in equation (2.2), which apply when the

ancestral rate of recombination between loci is high relative to

the strength of selection for local adaptation at individual loci

(see [25]). We extend their approach to incorporate effects of

sex-specific selection and X-linked inheritance. Consider a new

inversion that captures locally adaptive alleles at a set of L loci

within the larger set of I total loci that span the inversion.

Under the stated assumptions (weak selection and migration;

loose linkage between loci in the ancestral population; no epista-

sis), female selection on an autosomal or X-linked inversion is

given by

WIf

�W f

¼
Q

i[L½1þ sifð1� q̂ið1� hiÞÞ�
Q

i[ðI�LÞ½1þ sifhið1� q̂iÞ�Q
i[I½1þ sifð1� q̂iÞð1� q̂ið1� 2hiÞÞ�

:

ð2:3aÞ

The above equation also applies for male selection on an

autosomal inversion (i.e. WIm= �W , with m subscripts replacing f

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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subscripts in equation (2.3a)). Male selection under X-linked

inheritance is

WIm

�Wm

¼
Q

i[Lð1þ simÞQ
i[Ið1þ simð1� q̂iÞÞ

: ð2:3bÞ

Approximations of equations (2.3a) and (2.3b), used in the main

analytical results below, are provided in the electronic sup-

plementary material, Appendix III.

(c) The distribution of fitness effects and establishment
probability of new inversions

When many loci segregate independently at migration–selection

balance, and each has a small effect on fitness, we can approximate

the distribution of fitness effects and establishment probabilities of

new X-linked or autosomal inversions that span a given set of loci

at migration–selection balance, and that capture a random sample

of locally adaptive and maladaptive alleles within the set of loci

(see the electronic supplementary material, Appendix III).

With many independent loci, each having a small fitness

effect, the distribution of fitness effects of random inversions

(the distribution of sI) will be approximately normal with mean

and variance of �sI and s2, respectively (see the electronic

supplementary material, Appendix III). Assuming that the

population size is large and selection coefficients are small

(1� jsIj � 1=N , where N is the population size), inversion estab-

lishment probabilities are approximately 2sI when sI . 0 and zero

otherwise (e.g. [56]). The probability of inversion establishment is

P¼
ð1

0

2sIf ðsIÞdsI ¼ �sI 1� erf �
�sIffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2s2
p

� �� �
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2s2

p

s
exp �

�s2
I

2s2

� �

¼ �sIþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2s2

p

s
þO(�s2

I ),

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

ð2:4Þ

where f (sI) is the probability density function for inversion selec-

tion coefficients (see the electronic supplementary material,

Appendix III).

(d) Simulations
To complement our analytical results, we carried out stochastic

simulations to rigorously explore the behaviour of a two-locus ver-

sion of the model, with arbitrary ancestral linkage between them.

Exact recursions follow the life cycle: (1) birth, (2) selection, (3)

migration, (4) recombination and random mating of adults and (5)

death. The recombination rate between loci was rf and rm for females

and males, respectively, with no X-linked recombination in males.

For each simulation run, we iterated deterministic recursions to

convergence to the exact migration–selection equilibrium for the

two-locus system with the inversion absent from the population.

We then introduced a single copy of an inversion that captured

locally adaptive alleles at both loci, and carried out Wright-Fisher

forward simulations using the deterministic recursions and multino-

mial sampling of genotype frequencies for each sex among a pool of

N breeding adults, per generation. For simplicity, we assume a con-

stant number of adults in each generation with an equal sex ratio (i.e.

selection is ‘soft’ in that the size of the focal population is indepen-

dent of its genetic composition). Each simulation run lasted until

the inversion was lost from the population or crossed a threshold fre-

quency (p¼ p*) that corresponds to an establishment probability of

� 0.9997, where p* ¼ 2/(NmA) for the autosome model and p* ¼ 8/

(3NmX) for the X. To confirm that successfully established inversions

eventually increase towards fixation, we carried out additional

simulations for 4N generations, allowing sufficient time for inver-

sions to approach fixation. Complete simulation code can be

found at https://github.com/colin-olito/XvAutosomeInversions.
3. Results and discussion
Our results and discussion are divided into four major sections.

First, we provide a full characterization of the simplest version of

our model: the evolution of an inversion that spans two loci and

captures the locally adaptive alleles at both. We explore how

dominance and partial linkage between loci affect the establish-

ment of X-linked and autosomal inversions. Second, we explore

the dynamics of rare inversions spanning many loci, where each

locus has a small effect on local adaptation. Here, establishment

probabilities of new inversions take into account the different

proportions of locally adaptive and maladaptive alleles that

are captured by X-linked versus autosomal inversions. Third,

we consider how X/autosome differences in the standing load

of deleterious mutations affect the establishment of inversions

on each chromosome type. Finally, we review data on

X-linked and autosomal inversions, and discuss the relation

between empirical patterns and predictions of our models.
(a) Two-locus evolutionary dynamics
Previous theory has shown that when selection is strong rela-

tive to migration and locally adaptive loci are loosely linked

in the ancestral population, the rate of spread of a rare inver-

sion that captures the locally adaptive alleles is proportional

to the migration rate [23–25]. In the electronic supplementary

material, Appendix III, we show that these conclusions apply

under both autosomal and X-linked inheritance. With two

loci at migration–selection balance, selection coefficients for

rare inversions that capture locally adapted alleles at both

loci (sI) are

sI,A ¼ lA � 1 � mA þO(m2
A) ð3:1aÞ

and

sI,X ¼ lX � 1 � mX þO(m2
X), ð3:1bÞ

for autosomal and X-linked inversions, respectively. With

weak migration (i.e. ignoring higher-order terms of mX and

mA), the establishment probabilities of autosomal and

X-linked inversions will be PA � 2sI,A � 2mA and PX �
2sI,X � 2mX, respectively, and sex-specific migration patterns

determine the relative establishment probabilities of inversions.

With no sexual dimorphism in migration, establishment prob-

abilities will be equal between the X and autosomes (mA ¼ mX).

Male-biased migration leads to a higher establishment prob-

ability on autosomes, and female-biased migration causes a

higher probability on the X. In the extremes—with sex-limited

migration—autosomal establishment probabilities are 50%

higher when males are the migrating sex (PA/PX � 3/2);

X-linked probabilities are approximately 33% higher when

females are the migrating sex (PA/PX � 3/4).

The approximations in equations (3.1a) and (3.1b) compare

well with more exact numerical results using equations (2.1)

and (2.2), and evaluated across the full range of dominance

for locally adaptive alleles (figure 2a). Equations (3.1a) and

(3.1b) also perform well against stochastic simulations of inver-

sion establishment, as long as selection for local adaptation is

weak relative to the ancestral recombination rate between loci

(i.e. r� s, as predicted by previous theory [25]; figure 2b; elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S1). The simulations

confirm that 2mA and 2mX provide useful approximations for

inversion establishment probabilities under loose linkage in

the ancestral population (as predicted in [23,25]). In addition,

https://github.com/colin-olito/XvAutosomeInversions
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Figure 2. Effects of dominance and recombination on the establishment of
inversions that capture two locally adapted alleles. (a) Effects of dominance
on selection for rare inversions. Solid lines show the ratio of X and autosome
approximations, based on equations (3.1a) and (3.1b), for three idealized
scenarios of sex-specific migration: male-limited migration (blue), equal
migration (black) and female-limited migration (red); open circles show
numerical evaluation of exact equations (2.1) and (2.2), with (sf þ sm)/
2 ¼ 0.1, and (mf þ mm)/2 ¼ 0.01, and a dominance coefficient of h ¼ hi

at both loci. (b) A representative comparison between analytical approxi-
mations for X and autosome establishment probabilities (broken line, based
on equations (3.1a) and (3.1b), with mf ¼ mm) and stochastic simulations
of inversion establishment in a Wright-Fisher population of size N ¼ 500
000, with s ¼ sf ¼ sm ¼ 0.005, mf ¼ mm ¼ 0.0002, and sex-specific
recombination rates of r ¼ rf ¼ rm with no X-linked recombination in
males; j refers to the mode of inheritance ( j ¼ fA, Xg). Each circle shows
the fraction of 106 single-copy inversions that eventually become established
in the population. Analytical, numerical and simulation results are based on
the two-locus model of local adaptation in which inversions capture locally
adaptive alleles at both loci. For additional simulation results, see electronic
supplementary material, figures S1 and S2.
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inversions that successfully invade the population will ulti-

mately approach fixation (electronic supplementary material,

figure S2).

(b) Inversions spanning many loci with small fitness
effects

The above results are conditioned on X-linked and autosomal

inversions capturing equal numbers of locally adaptive

alleles. In reality, new inversions are expected to capture a

random set of alleles at the loci that they span, and some

may be locally maladaptive. To consider effects of random

allele sampling on inversion establishment, we consider

newly arising inversions that capture an arbitrary set of

locally adaptive alleles at the loci that the inversion spans.

Each inversion spans a specific set of I loci (either on the X

or on an autosome), and each locus within the set I segregates
at migration–selection balance equilibrium. L represents the

set of loci in an inversion (L is a subset of I ) that carry

the locally adaptive allele.

With many segregating loci, each with small fitness effects

and loose ancestral linkage between them, the distribution

of fitness effects of new autosomal inversions is approximately

normal with mean and variance of �sI � �mA and s2 � nmA
�tA,

where n is the number of loci within the inversion and�tA is the

average heterozygous fitness cost of a maladaptive allele

(the average value of 1
2ðsif þ simÞð1� hiÞ for the set of loci

in the inversion; see the electronic supplementary material,

Appendix III). Under X-linked inheritance, the mean and

variance of new inversion fitness effects will be �sI � �mX

and s2 � nmX
�tX, where �tX is the average value

of 1
3½2sifð1� hiÞ þ sim� (see the electronic supplementary

material, Appendix III). By incorporating these expressions

into equation (2.4), we obtain the ratio of establishment

probabilities for newautosomal versus new X-linked inversions:

PA

PX
�

mA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n�tA=pmA

p
� 1

� �
mX

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n�tX=pmX

p
� 1

� � �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mA

�tA

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mX

�tX

p , ð3:2Þ

with the last approximation applicable when �tA, �tX � mA, mX

(as we assume throughout). Equation (3.2) reveals that the estab-

lishment probabilities depend on an interaction between

dominance, sex-biased migration and sex-specific selection.

Each factor influences the pre-inversion equilibrium frequencies

of locally adaptive alleles, and thereby mediates the distri-

butions of adaptive and maladaptive alleles captured by

random inversions.

To evaluate the effects of dominance and sex-specific selec-

tion and migration on PA/PX, we suppose that dominance is

constant among loci (h ¼ hi), and the distribution of selection

coefficients (sif and sim) is equal between chromosomes. With

selection equal between the sexes, equation (3.2) simplifies to

PA=PX �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3mAð1� hÞ

p
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mXð3� 2hÞ

p
. Under male-limited

selection, we get PA=PX �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3mAð1� hÞ

p
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mX

p
; and with

female-limited selection, we get PA=PX �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3mA

p
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4mX

p
.

These results are plotted in figure 3, which shows that PA/

PX declines with the dominance of locally adaptive alleles, pro-

vided there is some selection through males (PA/PX is

unaffected by dominance when selection is limited to females).

This makes intuitive sense: with increased masking of migrant

alleles, maladaptive alleles reach higher equilibrium frequen-

cies on autosomes, and X-linked inversions capture larger

proportions of locally adaptive alleles and become established

more readily than autosomal inversions.
(c) Deleterious mutations and inversion dynamics
New inversions can vary in the proportions of locally adaptive

alleles that they capture, as well as their loads of deleterious

mutations. Deleterious mutations can hinder the spread of

inversions by dampening or overwhelming positive selection

arising in the context of local adaptation. As deleterious alleles

typically reach different equilibrium frequencies on the X and

autosomes, they may disproportionately affect inversion

dynamics on the two chromosome types. As the bulk of deleter-

ious mutations are expressed in heterozygotes [57,58], we first

consider the effects of incompletely recessive mutations on the

establishment probabilities of X-linked and autosomal inver-

sions. We later consider how completely recessive mutations

potentially impact the dynamics of autosomal inversions.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Establishment probabilities of autosomal and X-linked inversions
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(i) Incompletely recessive deleterious mutations
To characterize the effects of deleterious mutations on estab-

lishment of X-linked and autosomal inversions, we focus on

the simplest case where each inversion captures only locally

adaptive alleles at a set of n loci that were loosely linked

prior to the origin of the inversion (as before, selection and

migration are assumed to be weak). We suppose that the

inversion also spans a set of loci at mutation–selection

balance equilibrium; there is no epistasis or linkage disequili-

brium between the deleterious mutations. Nei et al. [33]

previously considered the evolution of inversions that are

favoured because they carry fewer mutations than most

other haplotypes in the population. Following their model,

we assume that inversions cannot invade the population

unless they are free of deleterious mutations; this assumption

is reasonable as long as the benefit of the inversion for local

adaptation and the cumulative mutation rate across loci are

both modest (i.e. less than sdhd, the heterozygous fitness

cost of a deleterious mutation; see [33]). Following standard

theory, mutation–selection equilibrium at a locus i is

q�i � ui=di, where ui is the mutation rate and di is the effective

strength of purifying selection against deleterious alleles at

the locus ðdi � uiÞ. Chromosome-specific definitions for ui

and di are provided in table 1.

In the electronic supplementary material, Appendix IV, we

derive selection coefficients for a rare inversion that is free of

deleterious mutations and that captures only the locally adap-

tive alleles at all n loci at migration–selection balance. After

also taking into account the probability that random inversions

carry no deleterious mutations, we obtain a general expression

for the relative probability of establishment for autosomal
versus X-linked inversions:

PA

PX
�exp

Uf

hsd,f iH
2þa

2hdþb
� 1þa

hdð1þbÞ

� �� �
Uf

1
2ð1þaÞþmAðn�1Þ

Uf
1
3ð2þaÞþmXðn�1Þ

,

ð3:3Þ

where ksd,flH is the harmonic mean deleterious selection coeffi-

cient in females, Uf is the total rate of mutation in females (i.e.

across the set of mutation–selection balance loci within an

inversion). For simplicity, equation (3.3) assumes that domi-

nance coefficients and ratios of sex-specific mutation and

selection parameters are constant across loci (hd,i ¼ hd; a ¼

uim/uif, b ¼ sd,im/sd,if ).

Evaluation of equation (3.3) shows that deleterious

mutations within inversions can severely dampen the

probability of inversion establishment, with deleterious

mutations having a greater impact on autosomal than

X-linked inversions (figure 4). The greater impact of deleterious

mutations on autosomal inversions reflects the higher load of

deleterious mutations carried by autosomes compared to the

X, and consequently, the lower probability that a given autoso-

mal inversion will be mutation-free. In the simplest case, where

mutation, selection and migration parameters are equal

between the sexes, PA/PX is always less than one—and estab-

lishment probabilities are greater on the X—across the entire

plausible range of dominance (0 , hd , 1; see the electronic

supplementary material, Appendix IV). The quantitative dis-

crepancy between inversions on the X and autosomes can be

substantial: PA/PX is likely to be small when mutation rates

are male-biased (a . 1) and deleterious mutations are partially

recessive (hd , 0.5, as shown in figure 4). Modest sex differ-

ences in the fitness effects of deleterious mutations (see

[59,60]) have a comparatively small impact on the results.

(ii) Recessive deleterious mutations
Although the vast majority of mutations are partially expressed

in heterozygotes (with hd � 1/4, on average; see [57,58]), a

small subset of deleterious alleles is completely recessive.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Because recessive mutations are completely masked in hetero-

zygotes, they will not hinder the initial spread of autosomal

inversions, which may ultimately become established even

when they carry one or more strongly deleterious recessive

alleles. Such inversions will not fix because their spread is

eventually counteracted by selection against low-fitness homo-

zygotes of the inversion, which express the full fitness cost of

deleterious mutations [23]. This mechanism for inversion poly-

morphism is unfeasible for X-linked inversions because

X-linked recessives are fully expressed in males.

Assuming that completely recessive mutations have no

impact on the establishment of autosomal inversions, the

fraction of autosomal inversions that carry one or more

recessive deleterious alleles may be approximated as

G � 1� exp �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
U0

p

h ffiffiffiffisd
p iH

� �
, ð3:4Þ

(electronic supplementary material, Appendix IV), where U0 is

the total mutation rate to recessive deleterious alleles within

the region that the inversion spans and h ffiffiffiffisd
p iH is the harmonic

mean of the square root of selection coefficients for recessive

mutations. To get a sense of how large G is likely to be, we con-

sider the extreme case of recessive lethal mutations (sd ¼ 1),

where estimates from Drosophila suggest a lethal mutation rate

of U0 ¼ 0.006 per chromosome per generation [61]. Equation

(3.4) provides an upper limit for this case: approximately 8%

of large (chromosome-spanning) autosomal inversions capture

recessive lethals; this proportion should decrease for smaller

inversions. However, if we take into account non-lethal reces-

sives—those causing sterility, or having milder fitness effects—

then the 8% benchmark could underestimate the true fraction

of autosomal inversions that carry one or more deleterious reces-

sive alleles. Such inversions may invade the population when

rare, and persist as polymorphisms maintained by associative

overdominance (see [23]).

(d) Comparison between theoretical predictions
and inversion data

Our models predict that three factors should influence the

evolutionary accumulation of inversions on sex chromosomes

relative to autosomes. Compared to autosomes, the higher

efficacy of selection at X- and Z-linked genes is expected

to increase the frequencies of locally adapted alleles and

decrease the load of deleterious mutations. As a result, sex-

linked inversions tend to ‘capture’ higher-fitness genotypes,

and experience higher establishment probabilities. Sex-biased

migration can modify these predictions somewhat, with

higher migration in the homogametic sex (e.g. females in

XX/XY species) increasing inversion biases towards the sex

chromosomes; higher migration in the heterogametic sex

should decrease the bias. Finally, because recessive deleterious

alleles are more likely to generate associative overdominance

on autosomes, we predict a higher proportion of polymorphic

inversions on the autosomes compared to the X or Z.

We conducted a review of the chromosomal locations of

inversions by searching the literature for evidence of poly-

morphic and fixed inversions. Much of the data were

obtained from reviews of cytological data [30,52] and taxon-

specific comparative genomics datasets [27,51]. We expanded

the data collection beyond these studies by searching

Google Scholar and Pubmed for relevant search terms (inver-

sion, rearrangement, polymorphism, fixed, polytene, local
adaptation, sex chromosomes, autosomes) in conjunction with

clade names where known genomic or cytological studies

have been conducted. As sex chromosomes and autosomes

make up different proportions of the genome, and these pro-

portions vary among species, we focused on the numbers of

polymorphic and fixed inversions on each chromosome type,

relative to their proportional contributions to the genome. All

data refer to paracentric inversions unless otherwise stated.

Two clear patterns emerged from the inversion data. First,

fixed inversions show consistent enrichment on X and Z

chromosomes relative to their sizes (electronic supplementary

material, table S1; figure 5), which is consistent with our theor-

etical predictions. Analysis of 12 Drosophila genomes suggests

an approximately 1.2-fold enrichment of fixed inversions on

the X [27,62], which corroborates previous observations of

X-linked enrichment for fixed inversions in Drosophila and

other insects [30]. Likewise, across 16 species of Anopheles
mosquitoes, rearrangement rates are approximately 2.7 times

higher on the X relative to autosomes [51]. The X also shows

an excess of fixed inversions between humans and chimpan-

zees compared to similarly sized autosomes [63]. Finally,

across 81 clades of passerine birds, Hooper and Price [52]

report that pericentric inversions fix at a rate approximately

1.4 times higher on the Z chromosome relative to autosomes.

Second, although data on inversion polymorphisms are

less readily available than those on fixed inversions, species

from which data are sufficient to contrast the X and auto-

somes suggest that polymorphic inversions are typically

more common on autosomes (electronic supplementary

material, table S2; figure 5). This pattern could reflect our pre-

diction that segregating autosomal inversions can harbour

recessive deleterious mutations that generate balancing selec-

tion via associative overdominance. A recent high-resolution

genomic analysis of Drosophila melanogaster shows no bias

between the X and autosomes, relative to their proportions

of the genome [26]; of 27 inversions detected, 22% are

X-linked, corresponding to the approximately 18% of the

genome that is X-linked. However, extensive cytological

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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data from the Drosophila and Anopheles clades show a clear

excess of polymorphic inversions on autosomes.

5. Conclusion
We have shown that the evolutionary fates of inversions differ

when they arise on sex chromosomes versus autosomes. In our

model, inversions are favoured because they facilitate local

adaptation, and inversion establishment probabilities are typi-

cally higher on the X (or Z) than on autosomes. This sex

chromosome bias is strongest when migration is higher in

the homogametic sex, locally adapted alleles are strongly

expressed in heterozygotes, and inversions are large enough

to span many loci evolving at migration–selection and

mutation–selection balance (as is widely observed in classical

cytology data, e.g. [30,52]). Deleterious mutations appear to

have the strongest impact on the dynamics of X-linked and

autosomal inversions; the higher burden of deleterious

mutations on autosomes can impose a strong constraint to

the invasion and fixation of autosomal inversions. These pre-

dictions are consistent with empirical patterns of fixed and

polymorphic inversions (figure 5).

The observed excess of fixed inversions on X and Z

chromosomes most probably reflects the greater efficiency of

purifying selection on X and Z chromosomes (i.e. against locally

maladaptive or unconditionally harmful alleles). Several lines

of empirical evidence, spanning genomics to quantitative gen-

etics data, suggest that sex linkage facilitates the removal of

deleterious genetic variation (e.g. [37,59,64]). The possible role

of sex-biased migration in inversion evolution is less clear.

Data on sex-specific migration in arthropods are sparse,

though mark–recapture studies in Drosophila suggest that sex-

specific migration may range from female-biased to male-

biased in the genus [65–69]. It has long been recognized that

migration rates are typically higher for the heterogametic sex

in birds and mammals (i.e. females and males, respectively

[70]), which should, if anything, dampen the preferential

accumulation of inversions on Z and X chromosomes. A fine-

scaled phylogenetic comparative analysis of correlations

between the degree of sex-biased migration and the magnitude

of inversion bias towards the X or Z would help clarify the
impact of migration on genomic patterns of inversion

accumulation.

While our models provide a compelling explanation for

empirical patterns of fixed and polymorphic inversions on

sex chromosomes and autosomes, they do not preclude the

role of other factors in driving non-random genomic patterns

of inversion evolution. Several other mechanisms, including

positive selection on inversions, meiotic drive and fixation of

under-dominant inversions by genetic drift, may also contrib-

ute to inversion evolution (see box 1), and each mechanism

may play out differently on the X and autosomes. Direct, posi-

tive selection on inversions (e.g. due to position effects

of genes) could lead to a faster-X pattern if inversions are

intrinsically beneficial and partially recessive [22,30,71].

Under-dominant inversions are more likely to fix on the X

than the autosomes, because directional selection in males on

X-linked inversions can overwhelm any under-dominant fit-

ness costs to heterozygous females [22]. Finally, idiosyncratic

features of sex chromosome composition, including repeat

abundance, may lead to mutational biases in the formation of

new inversions [62,72]. High-resolution data on polymor-

phic and fixed inversions, along with tests of neutrality for

inversion polymorphisms [73] may help shed further light on

these possibilities.
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